
Chair’s Report to  
the Friends of Badock’s Wood AGM March 2018 

 
EVENTS 
Once again there was a full and varied programme of events and activities, all the way from walks in the 
woods to the study of owl pellets.  These were generally well attended, given the vagaries of the weather. 
They proved to be both interesting and informative. My thanks to all those who voluntarily lead these 
groups. 
 
One new event in November went particularly well, the FoBW social event at The Beehive on Wellington 
Hill in November. This provided an opportunity for Friends to meet in a relaxed and convivial atmosphere.  
It proved to be a most enjoyable evening. 
 
VISITORS 
We did seem to have an increase in visitors last year, particularly the number of Forest Groups.  This 
included three groups of about 10 to 12 preschool children attending the forest schools run by the 
Badock's Wood Children's Centre and one group run by Jenny Sanderson’s Badgers Forest School.  They 
spend about 2 hours under supervision by trained leaders, exploring the nature and wildlife in the woods.  
No wood is cut, no fires are allowed and the group cleans up after the meeting.  I have met these groups 
several times whilst walking in the wood and they are very well organised. 
 
THE FUTURE. 
The management of the woods may be more difficult in the future.  The constant cuts to the council 
budget means that parks and open spaces will receive less funding than in previous years.  In fact the BCC 
is considering other ways of managing and raising funds for these areas. 
 
The BCC has stated that they will be "working with partners across the city, our vision is to provide Bristol 
with good quality and enjoyable parks." 
 
These changes will involve the FoBW in the future and we shall have to consider carefully the role we will 
play and the proposals we should support.  Above all we must consider how we can keep Badock’s Wood 
in good shape. 
 
My thanks to Mike Townsend who organised the ' litter pickers' so efficiently in the past and a warm 
welcome to Clare Bishop who has agreed to take over the role.  Thanks are also due to Mike for organising 
and leading the Bird Group monitoring the Birds of Badock’s Wood about which he is giving us an 
illustrated talk at the AGM.  Mike has now handed this role over to Roger Moses thanks to Roger for 
taking over this role. 
 
I am sorry to say that Geoff Perrett is giving up the role of Treasurer of the FoBW. He was one of the 
original 'Friends' and saw some of the worst days in the history Badock’s wood, the present healthy state 
of the wood is largely up to the past efforts of Geoff and his fellow volunteers. Thank you Geoff for 
everything. 
 
Finally, once again I would like to thank all those who have given their time and effort to keep the FoBW 
running.  I am well aware of how much work goes on in the background for every walk and every event. 
 
Thanks to all the FoBW committee members who have worked so hard and produced so much, especially 
our secretary, Frances, who has organised most of the activities that took place during the year and 
helped to make sure they ran smoothly. 
 
Tony West 
Chair 
 
 
  



Secretary’s Report to  
the Friends of Badock’s Wood AGM March 2018 

 
We have had a busy year.  I have organised and attended many events, a couple of surveys, an (almost) 
monthly newsletter, represented the Friends at a number of meetings including the Bristol Parks Forum and 
responded to Bristol City Council’s Parks Consultation on behalf of the Friends. 
 
Other things of note. 
 
Membership 
Membership of Friends of Badock’s Wood is free of charge.  Anyone who wishes to be a member can sign up 
to us electronically.  As we do not charge we cannot offer paper copies of the newsletter nor do we do paper 
mailings.  This is unfortunate but the alternative is that we would need to charge.  We currently have over 
400 members.   
 
Events 
As the Chair has said we rely upon volunteers to lead our events and we are extremely grateful to them for 
doing this.  A number of Bristol Naturalists’ Society experts have led events and without them we could not 
offer such a varied programme. 
 
We had a full programme of events throughout the year, wildflower walks, owl prowl, bat night walk, moth 
trapping, bugs and butterflies and so much more.  However we have had some events with very few or no 
participants and others that were really too popular.   
 
Another programme of events is planned for this year and will be publicised through our website, posters, 
and mailings.  We are taking part in the Bristol WalkFest again this year. 
 
Surveys 
We have run two surveys this year. 
 
The local Scouts led by Rob Laurence piloted a visitor count and survey for us one evening in May.  We found 
their results interesting and would like to undertake the count and survey again this year.  One thing of 
particular note that 80 dogs were counted entering the wood with their owner in under 2 hours on a quiet 
evening.  This is only a snapshot but indicates just how popular the wood is with dog walkers. 
 
As a result of the wide variance in attendance at our events we surveyed the membership through an online 
survey.  Responses to two questions we asked about advance booking and charging for events  have meant 
we have decided that we will make a charge for some events.  We do always encourage donations at events 
but particularly for those where we incur a cost and we were not covering our costs with donations – e.g. 
where we book and pay for rooms to hold them – we will be making a charge in future.  The most popular 
charge suggested in the survey was £3 per adult but with the caveat we should not to exclude anyone who 
could not afford to pay.  We will be trialling that this year.  We will also be trialling booking in advance.  We 
will use online booking system Eventbrite and / or take bookings by phone – again the survey participants 
felt that online alone was excluding for some people.  This will also allow us to cancel an event if we have 
too few people (or none) booking before we incur costs, or if the weather is poor or a leader is unavailable. 
 
Work Parties 
The litter work party met regularly during the past year and has done a stalwart job.  Thanks to Mike and all 
the other litter picking volunteers. 
Management work parties are covered in the Management Plan Coordinator’s report. 
  



Projects / Fundraising 
We still have some projects that were grant funded in past years but are yet to be finalised.  These include 
the Keeping Badock’s Lovely Leaflet and the final bench for the Hidden Treasures Project. 
 
In Partnership with the Southmead Development Trust (Greenway Centre) we have developed a project 
proposal called Community Routes.  This is about encouraging more walking both in and through Badock’s 
Wood.  Reducing barriers to walking by more information such as signposting to the Greenway Café and 
Toilets, improving the stile and the ground on the Greenway side of the stile, increasing the number of 
notice boards to keep people informed, interpretation boards in the Greenway Centre grounds and 
renovating the Walk for Health post markers. 
 
This project has been selected to receive funds from the Coop’s Community Fund.  The amount the project 
will receive is based on members’ dividends in Westbury on Trym Coop Food, Stoke Lane Coop Food and 
Cooperative Funeralcare in Westbury coupled with how many member votes this project receives.  The 
money will be held and administered by Southmead Development Trust as a registered charity.  So far our 
project has been awarded nearly £600 but if we want to do as many of the items listed as possible we will 
need to receive more votes for our project.  If you would like to know more about the project or how the 
funding scheme and voting works you can see our March newsletter or contact me direct. 
 
Publicity 
I produce an e-newsletter most months and this is circulated to all of our mailing list which includes 
members, Parks Department staff and other organisations such as AWT and BART, and to the local press.  
Linda Wilson runs our Twitter account - @BadocksWood and Graham Mullan is our webmaster, regularly 
updating our website – www.fobw.org.uk 
 
I also produce press releases for some events and activities and we have had good coverage in the Henleaze 
and Westbury Voice and The Mead – both of whose editors take a keen interest in Badock’s Wood for which 
we are grateful. 
 
I also produce posters and flyers for our walks and events as needed.  If any member is willing to put up a 
poster or print one to take to a local community centre or library I would be grateful if they would let me 
know. 
 
Social events 
In November 2017 we had a social get together in The Beehive on Wellington Hill West having exclusive use 
of the back room and about 20 or more members attended and enjoyed it so much I have been asked to 
organise another.  The Beehive has been refurbished but has kept the back room area as a separate space so 
we are hoping to meet there again very soon for another social and we hope to see as many of you as 
possible there as well as, of course, meeting up in the wood. 
 
Reviewing and Editing Management Plan 
In between all the above I’ve also been reviewing and editing the Management Plan with Linda Wilson.  It 
has proved a more complex task that anticipated but we hope we will have a more streamlined and 
accessible Plan for the future and hope to have a final draft ready soon. 
 

Frances Robertson 
  



Management Plan Coordinator’s Report to  
the Friends of Badock’s Wood AGM March 2018 

 

Our current five-year plan ended a year ago, and since then we have been operating under an action plan 
which drew on ongoing elements of the old plan, and the production of a new five-year plan is currently 
underway. Frances Robertson has worked hard to adopt a format that is clearer and easier to work with and 
which encompasses all relevant plans for the wood rather than having separate plans for areas like the 
meadows and grasslands. It’s fair to say that the revisions to the plan have been a harder task than was 
originally envisaged, but when complete, this work will stand the wood in good stead for a long time to 
come, with only the action plan needing to be revised, rather than the main body of the document. 

From last year, the playing field is no longer being used as football pitches and therefore the grass will not 
require the same frequency of cuts if it is not being used for sport. We have approached the council to 
enquire about taking the playing fields into the area covered by the Local Nature Reserve and discussions in 
this regard are ongoing. The committee would welcome members’ views on the future of this area. 

The woods have suffered a lot of vandalism to trees over the past year. I hope this won’t continue but with 
the advent of longer days and hopefully warmer weather, we might well see this start up again. Members 
are asked to report any damage that they see, and please call the police on 101 if you witness any vandalism 
in the woods. 

In mid-April Avon Wildlife Trust led a volunteer group of AWT and FOBW volunteers in mowing and raking 
the grass on Meadow 2.  Thanks to all of them for their hard work. 

In May a Bluebell Management work party spent some time removing the non-native Spanish and hybridised 
bluebells.  Thanks to Tony West and the volunteers for doing this. 

Two further very successful work days were held in the Summer.  The first wasn’t in Badock’s Wood but in 
Trymside to tackle invasive Himalyan Balsam to try to prevent it spreading into Badock’s Wood.  The second 
work day focused on the pond, with volunteers from the University of Bristol, and much of the brambles 
surrounding the pond were cut back to allow access to the two seats, which had become completely 
covered. Some new planting was also carried out.  Many thanks to Neil Green from the Invasive Weeds 
Project and Roger Moses for leading the HB day, and Alex Minshull planning and supervising the work on the 
second day. On the same day, volunteers cut back the overhanging branches by meadow 1 so that in future 
the tractors can cut to the full extent of the meadow.  They also weeded the grass from the large mosaic and 
paving around it. 

The annual (Late summer / early Autumn) hay cuts were carried out by the council, except for Meadow 1 by 
the burial mound, which was overlooked.  

The meadows have been the subject of a project by students at the University of Bristol who have collected 
soil samples for an analysis of their soil types, and we hope to be able to use the results of this analysis to 
inform our future plans for the management of the meadows. 

We have liaised closely with Bristol City Council and would like to thank Sarah Blazier and Jerry Cole for their 
help and support over the year. 

I’d like to thank Mike Townsend for his work organising and leading the Litter Picking Group and the Bird 
Monitoring Group.  Thanks to the litter picking group for all the work they do to keep Badock’s Wood looking 
great and to the bird group for monitoring and recording bird sightings. Mike has now stepped down, and 
Clare Bishop has now taken over the Litter Group and Roger Moses has taken over organising the Bird 
Group. 

 

Linda Wilson 

Management Plan Coordinator  

5.3.18 



Bird Survey Report 2017 
 
Introduction  

The Badock’s Wood Bird Group, whose main aims are to promote interest in and the conservation 
of Badock’s Wood birds, have been carrying out regular monthly surveys over the last 3 years. It has 
also been visiting Westbury Wildlife Park until recently to see whether the bird life there is similar 
to or different from that found in the Wood.  

 
Raising Awareness  

Roger Moses led a walk for FOBW in May which was well attended. The weather was fine and a 
good range of birds were seen or heard. A grey heron was spotted in the pond and a nuthatch was 
seen bathing in the stream on the pre-event walk.  

 
Conservation  

The Bird Group added 20 new bird boxes in 2016 to those that were already put up in the Wood 
several years ago. More than half were used in 2017 by blue and great tits. South Gloucestershire 
Hawk and Owl Trust installed 2 new tawny owl nest boxes in the Wood in the autumn of 2016 but 
no-one has taken up residence as yet !  

 
2017 Survey Findings 
 Regular surveys have been carried out all year apart from a few winter months cancelled due to 
sickness and poor weather. An agreed route or transect has been used taking into account the 
variety of habitat in the Wood. A maximum number of 31 species have been seen or heard during 
the year with over 140 birds in any one visit (this does include wood pigeons, black headed gulls 
and crows !). 
 
Other species breeding in the Wood include robin, blackbird and a variety of tits including great, 
blue, long-tailed and coal tit.  
 
Species which are on the Red List of National Conservation concern (i.e. species needing urgent 
action nationally) include grey wagtail, starling and house sparrow (once the most common of 
birds), whilst those on the Amber List (the species whose numbers are next most critically affected) 
include bullfinch and stock dove.  
 
Some species appear to be less frequent over the last 3 years including greenfinch and wren, 
although this could be due to a variety of factors including survey timing etc; migratory summer 
visitors included chiffchaff, blackcap and garden warbler.  
 
Occasional sightings of birds not seen on the regular transect have included raven, treecreeper, 
dipper and kingfisher (both of the latter are Amber listed).  
  



 

 


